HAWK 38

Throttle down, ask questions later.
That’s the Performance range stance.
Brutal power and performance matched
by fiercely elegant designs. Domineering
in open water, intimidating in the marina,
the Performance range never yields an inch.

SEEK MORE

HAWK 38
The Hawk 38 has the heart of a racer, and a
soul borne of Sunseeker’s performance roots:
cutting-edge technology and incredible design.
With twin Mercury 400R outboards paired to
Mercury Racing Digital Zero Effort throttles,
it delivers a thunderous 62 knots with safe,
predictable handling and unparalleled agility.

PRINCIPAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall
11.85 m / 38’11”
Beam
3.01 m / 9’9”
Displacement
5,000 kg / 11,020 Ib
Fuel capacity
700 litres / 185 US gal.
Fresh water capacity
100 litres / 26 US gal.
Black water capacity
70 litres / 18 US gal.
Engine options
2 x Mercury 450 PS
Maximum speed
Up to 62 knots
Range @ 21 knots
Up to 200 nautical miles
Drives
Outboards
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Whilst every attempt has been made to provide accurate information, the information in this brochure is not intended to be and should not be relied upon as providing any warranty, representation, guarantee,
or offer. Performance and range figures are estimates to be used as an indicative guide only. Dirt or marine growth on the hull, size of boat, engine choice and tuning, propeller condition and pitch, air and
water temperature, fuel weight and quality, water weight, stores, number of people on board and other factors can each affect a boat’s performance and range. The photographs and artist’s impressions
in this brochure are from existing models in the Sunseeker range. There may be items shown in these photographs and impressions that are not included in the standard inventory of the models shown.
Specifications, measurements and certain other details contained in this brochure may relate to models only for sale in a particular territory. We cannot guarantee that the entire Sunseeker range will be
available in every territory. Specifications for models sold in different territories may also vary. Specifications may be changed or models withdrawn at any time without prior notice. The individual specification
for each vessel will be agreed as part of the order process and confirmed in the sales contract between the purchaser and the approved Sunseeker distributor or dealer for the relevant territory. Please contact
the local Sunseeker distributor or dealer in the territory which is of interest to you, to enquire as to the models and options that are likely to be available in that territory. This brochure is created and published
in the United Kingdom and made available to authorised distributors and dealers of new Sunseeker manufactured motoryachts outside of the United States of America and Canada. In the United States of
America and Canada, Sunseeker USA Sales Co. Inc. is the issuer of this brochure and is responsible for its content. All distributors or dealers of new Sunseeker manufactured motoryachts are independently
owned and controlled businesses. They are not subsidiaries of, nor agents for Sunseeker International Limited, Sunseeker USA Sales Co. Inc. or any of their respective parent, subsidiary or affiliated companies
(“Sunseeker Group”). As such, no distributor or dealer has any authority to bind or obligate any Sunseeker Group company in any way.
Information about how we use personal data is set out in our Privacy Policy at https://www.sunseeker.com/legal
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